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anticipation,   As a result of the inevitable debasement
of cultural achievement a very different result must first
be expected.   Therefore with justice Schiller observes:
" The aesthetic play instinct will, therefore, in  its first
essays   be   scarcely   recognizable,   because   the   sensual
instinct with its capricious temper and savage lusts cease-
lessly intervenes.   Thus we see crude taste avidly scisdng
upon the new and startling, the motley, adventurous, and
bizarre, even upon the violent and savage, and  fleeing
nothing so eagerly as simplicity and calm,"1    From this
passage we must conclude that Schiller was aware of the
danger of this conversion.    It also follows that he cannot
himself acquiesce in the solution found, but feels a com-
pelling need to give man a more substantial foundation
for his manhood than the somewhat insecure basis which
an aesthetic-playful attitude can offer him,    That must
indeed be so.    For   the   opposition   between   the   two
functions, or function-groups, is so great and bo inveterate
that play alone could hardly suffice to counterbalance all
the difficulty and seriousness   of this conflict—*similia
similibus curantur: a third factor is needed, which at the
least can equal the other two in seriousness,   With the
attitude of play all seriousness must  vanish, whereby
the possibility of an absolute determinability presents
itself.   At one time the instinct Is pleased to be allured
by sensation, at another by thinking; now it will play
with objects, and now with ideas,   But in any case it will
not play exclusively with beauty, for in that case man
would be no longer a barbarian but already aesthetically
educated, whereas the actual question at issue is: How is
he to emerge from the state of barbarism ?   Above all else,
therefore, it must be definitely established where man
actually stands in his innermost being,   A priori he is as
much sensation as he is thinking; he is in opposition to
i Utter XXVII, p. 156.

